State-space control of prosthetic hand shape.
In the field of neuroprosthetic control, there is an emerging need for simplified control of high-dimensional devices. Advances in robotic technology have led to the development of prosthetic arms that now approach the look and number of degrees of freedom (DoF) of a natural arm. These arms, and especially hands, now have more controllable DoFs than the number of control DoFs available in many applications. In natural movements, high correlations exist between multiple joints, such as finger flexions. Therefore, discrepancy between the number of control and effector DoFs can be overcome by a control scheme that maps low-DoF control space to high-DoF joint space. Imperfect effectors, sensor noise and interactions with external objects require the use of feedback controllers. The incorporation of feedback in a system where the command is in a different space, however, is challenging, requiring a potentially difficult inverse high-DoF to low-DoF transformation. Here we present a solution to this problem based on the Extended Kalman Filter.